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THE HIMALAYAS l.. - AND THE TIBE ,ul 

T HE STORY OF HOW THE HIMALAYAS AND THE THE FORMATION 0 IMALAYAS 

Tibetan plateau were created begins about Continental 
55 million years ago. At the time, India, which crust 

was a separate landmass, was crashing into 
the continent of Asia. The point of 
collision formed the Himalayas, the 4 . . I 
highest and youngest mountain 
range in the world. It also formed 
the Tibetan plateau, the largest 
upland region on Earth, which is 
on average 3 miles (5 kilometers) 
above sea level. For this reason it 
is known as the "roof of the 
world." The rock (called the 
continental crust) beneathTibet 
is an astonishing 46 miles (74 
kilometers) thick, about twice 
the average crustal thickness. 

MOUNTAIN-BUILDING MECHANICS 5 5  MILLION YEARS AG 

The mechanism by which mountains are formed The Himalayas were 

has long been understood. two continents created when India 
collided with Asia. As 

collide, enormous forces are exerted on the rock at approachedAsia 
the point of impact, crumpling, folding, the ocean floor in 
compressing, deforming, and altering its chemical between the two land 

composition. Some of the rock is puihed skyward was pushed 

deep down into the Earth's mantle melted,and either 

through volcanoes. 

mountain range is' pushed skyward. This elevation 



e weather, which continuously strips off the - . .. I 
p layer of the mountain peaks. 

called subduction. As the two continents collided, ROOF OFTHE WORLD 

if1LDING THE TIBETAN PLATEAU 
A view of the floodpl part of the landmass of India was also subducted, +km cqmmac ,,*, 

mi1ec(300 kilometers) away deformed, and compressed during the collision, Space Shuttle. 

7- from the Himalayas, and parts of both continents and the ocean plate 

,;proached Asia, the Its rock was less dense than the rock of the Earth's 
:ean plate in mantle below it, so instead of being pushed 
etween the two downward, it started to move horizontally, 
bndmasses was effectively pushing a wedge under Asia. The effect 
ushed under was to lift theTibetan plateau up in one piece, 

ia, in a process thickening the crust dramatically as it did so. 

YEARS AGO TODAY L.i& 

ed into Asia, the rocks were crumpled In the roots of the mountain chain,the high 
pushed down as a deep root or pressures chemically alter the composition of 
mountain belt.The intervening crust the rocks. As the mountains are elevated from 

ortened by some 1,500 miles (2,500 beneath, their peaks are worn down by erosion. 
ometers) and a huge slab,around 180 miles (290 The subduction of India under Asia continues at 

i l o m e s ' d e ,  was probably pushed underTibet a rate of 2 inches (5 centimeters) a year. 


